Introduction
The question of whether or not machines can think has been the subject of many discussions and debates during the past two decades [1-10]. As computers become more powerful and thus more influential in human affairs, the philosophical aspects of this question become increasingly overshadowed by the practical need to develop an operational understanding of the limi-,.~ tations of machine judgment and decision-making ability. C~!l..C_omputers b_e" \ relied upon to match people, decide on promotio11s ~n9: __ gismissals, m1tke Clearly, this isalready a pressing issue which is certain to grow in importance "· in the years ahead.
~t}lesis advanced in this paper is that there is indeed a very basic difference betwee~ h~;;an.and machine intelligencewhich ':ffiiy w"' "i:ii prove to be execute imprecise instructions such as 'increase x a little if y is much larger than 5', 'rise slowly', 'reduce speed if the road is slippery', and so forth. He can maneuver his car through dense traffic and park it in a tight spot. He can decipher sloppy handwriting, understand distorted speech and untie a complicated knot. By contrast, the manipulative ability of digital computers is limited to preci;jllStructiOnS sucli as 'aduxfo y';-if X = 5 then Z = 3 else_ -z-=t>-;'stopif·x-iS""Qon:=-nega:tive:,_etc.:tn addition, a digital computer can -accept digitized analog data and produce printed text, line drawings and the like under digital control. In all these cases, the input to the computer must be precisely defined. The type of imprecision which is exemplified by the italicized words in the above instructions may be characterized as fuzziness, since it relates to the use of words such as little, slowly, slippery, et'2Which in effect are labels for fuzzy sets, 2 that is, classes which admit of grades of membership intermediate between full membership and non-membership. For example, the class of integers which are much larger than 5 is a fuzzLset in which an integer such as 25 may be assigned a partial grade of membership, say 0.8, with 0 and 1 representing the extremes of non-membership and full membership, respectively. The same applies to classes characterized by words such as _green, tall, several, young, sparse, oval, etc. Indeed, it may be argued that much, perhaps most, of human thinking· and interaction with the outside world involves classes without sharply defined boundaries in which the transition from membership to non-membership is gradual rather than abrupt.
The ability of a human br~ weighing only about I ,500 grams, to s manipulate ~p~icateCi}Ei?:i£P}!C~pts a~g-~~tidhnerisionarfuziy _;;;
~ts endows it with a capability to solve rather easily a wide-varietYO :p 2-A fuzzy;; i~ a class wi;h fuzzy ~oundari~~. ~h~t ls-, ~class i; ~~rom membership to non-membership is gradual rather than abrupt. More precisely, if X= {x} is a collection of objects denoted generically by x, then a fuzzy subset of X, A, is a set of ordered pairs he computing power of the most powerful, the most sophisticated digital :.comiiDter in existence. The explanation for tiii'S"ai)parent paradox is that, inmany instances, the solution to a problem need not be exact, so that a considerable measure of fuzziness in its formulation and results may be { tolerable. The human brain is designed to take advantage of this tolerance for imprecision whereas a digital computer, with its need for precise data and instructions, is not. It is primarily for this reason that a problem which would be regarded as simple by a mentally retarded adult, might well be computationally infeasible for a machine equipped with a very large memory and operating at very high speed. A commonplace example of such a problem is that of parking a car. Humans can park a car very easily and without making any use of quantitative measurements so long as the terminal position of the car is specified fuzzily rather than precisely. On the other hand, to program a computer to park a car in a specified location would be a very difficult problem involving precise quantitative data on the position of the car, its dimensions, dynamics and the parking space.
In general, complexity and precision bear an inverse relation to one _another in the sense that, as the complexity of a Qroblem incre~~-th.~,yossi bility of analyzing it in precise terms diminishes. Thus it is a truism that the class of problems which are susceptible of exactsOfution is much smaller than that which can be solved approximately. From this point of view, the capacity of a human brain to manipulate fuzzy concepts and non-quantitative sensory inputs may well be one of its most important assets. Thus, 'fuzzy thinking' may not be deplorable, after all, if it makes possible the solution of problems which are much too complex for precise analysis. For example, in the case of chess the choice of moves at an intermediate stage of the game is determined by subgoals, such as winning a piece or strengthening the center, which are fuzzily related to the ultimate goal -to win the game. Consequently, even though there is no imprecision or randomness in the rules of chess, the ability to play chess well depends in an essential way on the facility of the player in manipulating fuzzy concepts and relationships. The impressive performance of some chess-playing computer programs is not inconsistent with this assertion because the programs in question incorporate strategies which are arrived at through the ability of the programmer to operate on fuzzy sets and relations between them. Although present-day computers are not designed to accept fuzzy data or execute fuzzy instructions, they can be programmed to do so indirectly by treating a fuzzy set as a data-type which can be encoded as an array (21] .
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Granted that this is not a fully satisfactory approach to the endowment of a computer with an ability to manipulate fuzzy concepts, it is at least a step in the direction of enhancing the ability of machines to emulate human thought processes. It is quite possible, however, that truly significant advances in~ artificial intelligence will have to await the development of machines that can reason in fuzzy and non-quantitative terms in much the same manner as a human being.
-A good illustration 3 of a problem which is far beyond the power of any existing computer is that of preparing a summary of a given document or book. The reason for this, in the first place, is that the notion of a summary ~X conc~P.t whic~ cann<,?t_l?.~.9~~ion~~ te£cp §JPl.1llc[!.f.hine -use. Second, and more important, the words in a natural language usually have fiiZzY" meaning, with the result that it is;e;y difficult to·&vfse ari afgo~ 'rithm for constructing the meaiiiiigof a sentence..:_I11.l!sh lessthato:fa"concatenation of sentences, from the SQecification ,of_tl;g;_(uzzy_meillljng_oL li'idiVr-dmrt ~~o.@~and:the_p~n!~J.C.t in -~hicil~SJ__,.££.C~!: Thus, to solve the problem of summarization, it would be necessary to develop a far better understanding of how to manipulate fuzzy concepts and relations than we possess at present. ~n essential step in this direction requires the construction of a conceptual framework for languages in which the syntax or semantics_ or bo!hareJmzyin nature:·srrclilangua~llicn:::may.appr.opnatel.V-~zy languages, could provide a significantly better approximation to natural languages than is possible withi-;;~the fr;me ork of the classiCal theor of ·t~rma languages in which no provision is made for fuzziness in.Sl\l~Jynta! or semantics_,__ ~follows, we shall outline some of the basic aspects of the syntax and semantics of fuzzy languages, with the understanding that the theory of such languages is still in an embryonic stage at this juncture and our discussion of it will touch upon only a few of its many facets.
Fuzzy Languages
In the theory of formal languages [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , a language is defined as a set of strings over a finite alphabet. Such a definition is too narrow for many purposes because .it.fa;ils~tQ...Lefk~tr1.l!~pJ:iP1!!J:Y.:-fun.s!igl1.,9.W_angE~g;,.!l §,ll ~stem of corresnondences between strings of words and sets of objects or constructs which ~scribed bY. th-;-e st~i~gs.
By contrast, in the definition of fuzzy languages given below, the correspondence between strings of words and sets of objects enters in an explicit fashion. Furthermore, the correspondence between words and objects is allowed to be fuzzy, as it is in the case of natural languages. In this way, the concept of a fuzzy language becomes much broader and more general than that of a formal language in its conventional sense.
Definition I. Afuzzy language Lis a quadruple
in which U is a non-fuzzy universe of discourse; T (called the term set) is a fuzzy set of terms which serve as names of fuzzy subsets of U; E (called an embedding set for T) is a collection of symbols and their combinations from which the terms are drawn, i.e., Tis a fuzzy subset of E; and N is a fuzzy relation 4 from E (or, more specifically, the support ofT) to U which will be referred to as a naming relation.
The first component of L is a universe of discourse, U, which may be any set of objects, actions, relations, concepts, etc. For example, U may be the set of integers; or the set of objects in a room; or the set of objects in a 4 A fuzzy relation R from X= {x} to Y = {y} is a fuzzy subset of the cartesian product Xx Y = {(x,y)}. E.g., if X= Y = R =real line, then~ (much larger than) is a fuzzy relation from R to R (or, more simply, a fuzzy relation in R). For a given ordered pair (x,y), the grade of membership ftR(x,y) of (x,y) in R will be referred to as the strength of the relation between x andy. The domain of R is a fuzzy set in X denoted by dom(R) and defined by 
X
(See [17] and [20] for additional details.)
The support of a fuzzy subset A of X is a non-fuzzy subset supp(A) defined by room together with the set of relations between them; or the set of colors; or the union of the set of integers and the set of functions from integers to integers; etc. In essence, U, as its name implies, is the collection of objects or constructs which form the subject of discourse in L.
The second component of L, T, is a set of terms which serve as names of fuzzy subsets of U. The elements ofT may have a variety of forms, e. g., they can be sounds, pictures, strings of letters, etc. In what follows, the terms will usually have the form of strings of letters or words drawn from a finite alphabet, with each word having a blank symbol (space) at its right end. For example, in the case of English, T would be the set of all English words and their well-formed concatenations. ~ The term set, T, IS assumed to be a fuzzy subset of E, the embedding set for T, which in most cases is a collection of combinations of symbols drawn from an alphabet A. For example, in the case of English, A is the set of alphanumeric characters and E might be taken to be the collection of all finite strings of these characters. In the case of a formal language, A is usually denoted by Vr (set of terminals) and E is identified with v; (the Kleene closure of Vy), which is the set of all finite strings over Vy.
A term may be atomic or composite. An atomic term is defined as a string which has no term as a substring. A composite term is a concatenation of atomic terms. E. g., words such as red, and barn are atomic terms, while their concatenation red barn is a composite term.
Since the term set, T, is assumed to be a fuzzy subset of E, it is characterized by a membership function Jlr: E ~ [0,1] which associates with each 5 term x E E its grade of membership, Jlr(x), in T. For example, if E is the set of all finite strings over the alphabet A= {a,b, +},then the grades of membership of some of the representative strings in T might be:
The grade of membership, Jlr(x), may be used to represent the degree of well-formedness or grammaticality of x. For example, if Tis the fuzzy set of words and phrases in English, then Jlr(John went home yesterday)= 1.0; Jlr(Iohn yesterday went home)= 0.8; and Jlr(John home went yesterday) = 0.2. The important point to note is that in the model under discussion, the set of terms need not have a sharply defined boundary which separates these 5 More generally, ftT may be a partial function, i.e., ftT(x) may be undefined for some xinE.
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Fig . I . The components of a fuzzy language: U =universe of discourse; T =term set; E = embedding set for T; N = naming relation from E to U; x = term; y = object in U; P,N(x,y) =strength of the relation between x andy; P,T(x) =grade of membership of x in T.
terms which belong to T from those that do not. Thus, the model allows a term to have a grade of membership in Twhich may lie somewhere between full membership on one end, and non-membership, on the other.
The fourth component of Lis the fuzzy naming relation, The relationship between U, T, E and N is illustrated in figure 1 .
In the above examples, the values of JlN(x,y) are given for only a few representative values of x and 1 y. To define a language completely, JlN must be tabulated for all x in T and ally in U. In many practical situations, 6 As in the case of P,T, P,N may be a partial function over supp(T) x U. 7
Here and elsewhere in this paper, x E T should be interpreted as x E supp (T). function of a fuzzy set in X from the knowledge of its values over a finite set , of points m X is the problem of aqstrpcJign,.ih.kh plaYs a cen"'i;l role fu_ pattern recognition [31, 32] . We shall not concern ourselves with this problem ·in the~ assume throughout that JlT and JlN are either given or can be computed. It should be noted that the values assigned to JlN(x,y) need not have an objective basis since they represent a subjective and, generally context-dependent, definition of a correspondence between the terms in T and elements of the universe of discourse. When T and U are sets with a small number of elements, it may be practicable to define the naming relation N by a tabulation of JlN(x,y). In general, however, both T and U are infinite sets, with the consequence that the characterization of Tand N requires that they be endowed with a structure allowing the computation of JlT(x) and JlN(x,y) rather than a table look-up of their values. This is the rationale for the following definition of a structured fuzzy language. (2) in which U is a universe of discourse; E is an embedding set for the term .---set T; ST is a set of rules, called the syntactic rules of L, which collectively provid~ an algorithm for computing the membershiQ function, J1T, ~f th;_, term set T; and SN is a set of rules, called the semantic rules of L, wiii.Chuc;;:;
collecti velt£rovide an algori!hiJ!J 2t~9I!H!~!t!!!_g _lh._~ Il"!:e..m~!ship Juncti~~.J.!.~ _9f the fuzzy naming relation N. 9 The collection of syntactic and semantic· rules of L constitute, respectively, the syntax and semantics of L.
· Comment 4. e that the only basic difference between definition 1 and ~finition} i~ thaJ_, in the case of at;?-,unstructur,ed Ian~~ t ms'T"'" 8 The definition of a fuzzy set by exemplification is an extension of the familiar linguistic notion of ostensive definition. 9
As will be seen in section 5, the semantic rules are used in the main to compute P,N(x,y) when x is a composite term. For atomic terms, P,N(x,y) will be assumed to be given as a function on U. ----ntactic and semantic rule, § . .;:s:.spectWely.
"~"t should be noted that when Tis non-fuzzy, a procedure for computing J.lr reduces to a procedure for determining whether or not a given string x is an element of T, which in turn is equivalent to a procedure for generating elements of T. 10 Similarly, when N is non-fuzzy, a procedure for computing f.lN reduces to a procedure for determining whether or not a given ordered pair (x,y) belongs toN, which in turn is equivalent to a procedure for generating the ordered pairs (x,y) which are inN. A language, whether structured or unstructured, will be said to be fuzzy if T or N or both are fuzzy. Consequently, a non-fuzzy language is one in which both T and N are non-fuzzy. In particular, a non-fuzzy structured language is a language with both non-fuzzy syntax and non-fuzzy semantics.
From this point of view, programming languages are non-fuzzy structured languages in which the compiler embodies the rules for computing the two-valued membership functions for the term set T and the naming relation N. Thus, by the use of syntactic rules, the compiler can determine whether or not a given string x is a term in T. If xis in T, then by the use of seml1ntic rules the compiler can compute f.lN(x,y), y E U = set of machine language terms, and thus can determine a machine language instruction which corresponds to x.
In contrast to programming languages, natural languages have both fuzzy syntax and fuzzy semantics. The fuzziness of syntax manifests itself in the possibility that a sentence in, say, English, may have a degree of grammaticality11 intermediate between complete correctness and incorrectness, e.g., f.lrCJohn yesterday went home)= 0.8. In most cases, however, the degree of grammaticality of a sentence is either zero or one, so that the set of terms in a natural language has a fairly sharply defined boundary between grammatical and ungrammatical sentences.
The fuzziness of semantics, on the other hand, is a far more pronounced and pervasive characteristic of natural languages. For example, as was pointed out earlier, if the universe of discourse is identified with the set of ages from 1 to 100, then the atomic terms young and old do not correspond to sharply defined subsets of U. The same applies to composite terms such as not very young, not very young and not very old, etc. In effect, most of the terms in a natural language correspond to fuzzy rather than non-fuzzy subsets of the universe of discourse.
Our observation that natural languages are generally characterized by slightly fuzzy syntax and rather fuzzy semantics does not necessarily hold true when Tis associated with an infinite rather than finite alphabet. Thus, when the terms of a language have the form of sounds, pictures, handwritten characters, etc., the fuzziness of its syntax may be quite pronounced. For example, the class of handwritten characters (or sounds) which correspond to a single letter, say R, is rather fuzzy, and this is even more true of concatenations of handwritten characters (or sounds). Thus, M(x) is a fuzzy subset of U which is conditioned on x as a parameter and which is a section of N in the sense that its membership function, f.lM(x): U -t [0,1], is obtained by assigning a particular value, x, to the first argument in the membership function of N.
The Meaning of Meaning
Example 6. As a very simple illustration of this definition, consider an unstructured language L = ( U, T, E, N) in which among the elements of T are the terms young, old and middle-aged; U is the set of ages from 1 to 100; and N is a fuzzy naming relation from E to U defined by
JlN(old,y)
JlN (middle-aged, y) = 0 , for 1 :::;; y < 35 (6) [ ( - Thus, not small and not large is fully meaningful, while large and small is meaningless.
, An important aspect of meaning is its context-dependence. Thus, in general, the meaning of a term x when it is a component of a composite term depends on the context in which x occurs. To illustrate, in example 6, the terms young, old and middle-aged were defined with a tacit understanding that they are adjectives applying to man. Clearly, the same adjectives when applied to, say, dog, would correspond to fuzzy sets in U quite different from those defined by (4), (5) and (6) .
Can the terms like young, old, tall, etc., be defined in such a way as to make them relatively insensitive to the context in which they occur? One possibility lies in defining such terms on the basis of percentiles. Specifically, consider the term tall and assume that the tallness of an object yin a subset of U named z is measured in terms of its height, h(y). Further, let h 50 denote the median of h(y) over z and hr denote the r-percentile of h(y) over z, that is, a value of h such that 100-r percent of the number of members of z have height greater than or equal to hr. Then, we would assign the grade of membership 0.5 in the fuzzy set labeled tall z to an object whose height is h 50 , and the grade of membership r fltallz (y) = 100 to an object y whose height is hr. More generally, the grade of membership of an object whose height is hr might be related tor not linearly, as in r/100, but through an S-shaped function which takes the value 0.5 at r = 50 and tends to 0 and 1, respectively, as r approaches 0 and 100.
As a simple illustration, assume that U is the set of buildings in a city and z is the subset of hotels in that city~ Suppose that the height of a particular hotely is 150 feet and that this height represents the 75 percentile of the heights of hotels in the city. Then, the grade of membership of the hotel in question in the class named tall hotel in that city would be 0.75.
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It should be noted that, in the case of natural languages, the contextdependence of meaning plays an important role in the resolution of ambiguities. Thus, if x 1 x 2 x 3 is a composite term and x 2 has two possible meanings, say M 1 (x 2 ) and M 2 (x 2 ), then x 2 would be assigned that meaning which maximizes the degree of meaningfulness of x 1 x 2 x 3 • More generally, the rule governing the resolution of ambiguity may be stated informally as follows: If a component of a composite term has more than one meaning, assign that meaning to the component which maximizes the meaningfulness of the composite term in the context in which the latter occurs.
One of the most important aspects of the concept of meaning has to do with the semantic rules which make it possible to determine the meaning of a composite term from the knowledge of the meanings of its atomic components. This question will be considered in section 5. As a preliminary, we shall turn our attention to some of the basic concepts underlying the syntax of fuzzy languages.
Syntax of Fuzzy Languages
As pointed out in reference 33, it is quite easy to generalize much of the theory of formal languages to the case where Tis a fuzzy, rather than nonfuzzy, subset of strings over a finite alphabet. However, the resulting theory still falls far short of providing an adequate model for the syntax of natural languages for the case where the grade of membership of a composite term in Tis equated with the degree of its grammaticality.
In what follows, we shall summarize and extend some of the main results of references 33 and 34, and point to a connection between fuzzy term sets and non-fuzzy languages.
Following the standard notation of the theory of formal languages [30] , let Vr be a finite alphabet of terminal symbols (e.g., alphanumeric characters in English) and let v; denote the set of all finite strings composed of elements of In the case of a fuzzy structured language L = (U, Sr, v;,sN) , the term set, T, is assumed to be a fuzzy subset of Vr characterized by a membership 
where f.l;f.lj = f.l;Af.lj = min(Jl;,f.lj) (14) and
Thus, (13), (14) and (15) 
where + stands for union and T", n = 2, 3, ... , denotes an n-fold concatenation of Twith itself. As will be seen presently, the notions of concatenation and Kleene closure of fuzzy sets of strings play significant roles in the definition of the syntax ofT.
The function of the syntax, Sr, of L is to provide a set of rules for generating strings in the support ofT together with their grades of membership in T. Such a set of syntactic rules constitutes a fuzzy grammar for L.
A particular form of fuzzy grammar can be obtained by generalizing the notion of a phrase-structure grammar [24] . Specifically, a fuzzy phrasestructure grammar or, simply, fuzzy grammar [33] , is a quadruple and S--+ AB--+ BA--+ AA--+ aA--+ ab. Hence, 14 A terminal string is a concatenation of terminals. A sentential form is a concatenation of terminals and non-terminals which is derivable from S. Two fuzzy grammars G 1 and G 2 are equivalent if they generate the same fuzzy set of strings, that is,
S--+ AB--+ aB--+ aA--+ ab, S--+ AB--+ AA--+ aA--+ ab, S--+ AB--+ BA--+ aA--+ ab,
--~-- -, • ~ r ~--~ ~--~-.,...-----------------.--..... --. ---..... -. . . -...... ----
T(G 1 ) = T(G 2 ).
For example, it is easy to verify that with G defined as in example 10, the grammars G = ({0,1}, {A 
For many purposes, it is convenient to express the productions in Pin an algebraic notation which is similar in appearance to-but more general than -that used in connection with non-fuzzy languages [35] . The basic ingredients of this notation are: (a) the representation of a fuzzy set of strings in the power series form (11) T = fl1 X1 + fl2 X2 + .. · (24) where fli, i = 1, 2, ... , is the grade of membership of the string xi in T; With this understanding, a production of the form p ()(--+ p' (25) 15 Note that an expression of the form yT in which 0 < y ~ 1 and Tis a fuzzy set of strings may be regarded as a degenerate form of the concatenation T'Tin which T' = ye, e = nullstring. Then (25) follows from (13). (28) and (29) The fuzzy set of strings generated by this grammar can be obtained by solving the system of equations (31)- (34) for S. Thus, on substituting (33) in (34) and using (13) and (25) 
Similar substitutions finally yield
In solving a system of algebraic equations representing the production Fuzzy Languages and their Relation to Human and Machine Intelligence 149 system of a fuzzy grammar, one frequently encounters linear equations of the form U =!XU+ f3, (36) in which u, rx and f3 are fuzzy sets of strings over a finite alphabet, and + and the product denote the union and concatenation, respectively. A straightforward extension of Arden's theorem [37] to (36) A basic question in the theory of formal languages is whether or not there exists an algorithm for determining if a given terminal string xis in the language L(G) generated by a given G. The counterpart of this question in the case of fuzzy languages is the existence of an algorithm for computing the membership function f.lr for the fuzzy term set T(G) generated by a given fuzzy grammar G. If such an algorithm exists, then G is said to be recursive. In this sense, the grammar of example 10 is recursive.
As in the case of non-fuzzy languages, it is convenient to classify the grammars of fuzzy languages into four principal categories, which in order of decreasing generality are:
Type 0 Grammars
In this case, productions are of the general form p IX -'> f3' (38) (/3, y) , that is, is preceded on the left by f3 and followed on the right by y. BC~BA.
An important property of context-sensitive grammars which is established in [33] is their recursiveness. This implies that, if the productions in a grammar G are of the form (40) , there exists an algorithm for computing the grade of membership in T(G) of any terminal string x. (41) where A E VN, a E (Vr + VN)*, and S ~ e is allowed. Thus, in the case of a context-free grammar, A can be replaced by a regardless of the context in which A occurs.
In the case of non-fuzzy languages, context-free grammars are important because they can be used to generate, with some exceptions, well-formed strings in programming languages. Their relevance to natural languages, however, is not as great because context-sensitivity is a pervasive characteristic of such languages.
Type 3 Grammars (Regular)
In this case the allowable productions are of the form Comment 17. The algebraic notation which was described earlier is particularly useful in the case of context-free grammars. Thus if the nonterminals in VN are denoted by Xl, ... , Xm and X= (Xl, ... , Xn), with xl = s, then the production system P can be put into the form
where f is an n-vector whose components are multinominals in the X;, i = 1, ... , n. In this way, the determination of the fuzzy set of strings generated by the grammar reduces to finding a fixed point of the function f In this connection, it can really be shown that if we set X' = fJ = empty set and form the iterates xk+l =f(Xk), X 0 = e, k = 1,2,3, ...
then, for each k, Xk is a fuzzy subset of the solution of (42).
Decomposition of a Fuzzy Grammar into Non-Fuzzy Grammars
An important connection betwt:en fuzzy and non-fuzzy grammars relates to the possibility of decomposing a fuzzy grammar-in the sense defined below-into non-fuzzy grammars of the same type.
This possibility stems from a basic property of fuzzy sets which is stated below.
Let A be a fuzzy set in a space X= {x}, where x denotes a generic element of X. For A in [0,1], define a A-level-set or simply, a level set [11] of A as a non-fuzzy set A;. comprising all elements of X whose grade of membership in A is greater than or equal to A, i.e., . ·-~ --~------·-~~-----~---~---...... --............. . __ ,. 
where + denotes the union of fuzzy sets. A straightforward way of verifying the equivalence of (48) and (49) Then, on noting that, by the definition of +,
we obtain (48).
To illustrate the application of the resolution expressed by (46) to fuzzy grammars, it will be convenient to focus our attention on context-free grammars, with the understanding that the same conclusions apply as well to grammars of type 0, 1, and 3.
Specifically, consider a fuzzy context-free grammar G = (Vn VN,S,P) p and let P;. be the subset of productions in P such that if rx--+ /3, with p > A,
be a non-fuzzy grammar with the production system P;,.
The non-fuzzy gr:ammar G;. generates a non-fuzzy context-free term set T(G;,). As we shall see presently, T(G) can be resolved into the T(G;.) just as a fuzzy set A can be resolved into its level sets A;,. More specifically, we can assert the following proposition. (51) where T(G) and T(G;.) are the fuzzy context-free and non-fuzzy context-free term sets generated by G and G;., respectively, and AT(G;.) is a fuzzy set of terms such thatl 7 17 Note that (52) is consistent with (25) as well as with the definition given in footnote 16.
flAT(G;.) (x) =A 1\ flT(G;.) (x).
(52)
To prove (51) it is sufficient to note that (51) would be a special case of the resolution of a fuzzy set [see (46)] if the T(G;) were the level sets ofT( G). Thus, all that is necessary to show is that T(G;), which is the fuzzy set of terms generated by G;,, is a A-level set of T(G). To this end, let x be a terminal string in T(G;,). Since the p of all productions in G;, is greater than or equal to A, it follows from the definitions of flr(G) (x) and Jlr(G;.) (x) (see definition 9) that Jlr(a)(x) ~ flr(G;.)(x) ~A and hence that x belongs to the A-level set of T(G). Conversely, let x be a terminal string in the A-level set of T(G). Then 
B---+ aSB.
In this case, the non-fuzzy production systems P;. are given by In terms of these, the fuzzy term set generated by G is given by the resolution
It is easy to show that the converse of proposition 18 also holds true. Thus, if the G;., 0 <A:::;; 1, constitute a nested sequence of non-fuzzy context-free grammars such that
will represent a fuzzy term set which can be generated by a fuzzy contextfree grammar.
As pointed out in reference 33, many of the basic results in the theory of non-fuzzy_formallanguages can readily be extended to fuzzy term sets defined by fuzzy grammars. For example, it is easy to show, both directly [33] and by making use of the resolution of fuzzy term sets, 1 8 that a fuzzy context-free term set can be put into the Chomsky and Greibach Normal Forms. Similarly, it can readily be shown [36] that a fuzzy context-free term set is accepted by a fuzzy push-down automaton. We shall not discuss these and other extensionsl9 in the present paper and instead will turn our attention to the semantics of fuzzy languages.
Semantics of Fuzzy Languages
Consider a structured fuzzy language L = (U, Sr. E, SN) in which Sr is a set of syntactic rules defining a term set T c E, U is a universe of discourse, and SN is a set of semantic rules defining a fuzzy naming relation N from E 18 The possibility of establishing the validity of the Chomsky and Greibach Normal Forms for fuzzy context-free grammars by making use of the resolution of fuzzy term sets was suggested to the author by Prof. R. KARP. 19 A number of interesting results may be found in reference 39. to U. To simplify our discussion, we shall assume that Tis a non~fuzzy subset of E which can be generated by a context~free grammar.
As was stated previously, the central problem of semantics is that of specifying a set of semantic rules, SN, which can serve as an algorithm for computing the meaning of a composite term in T from the knowledge of the meanings of its components. In the case of an artificial language, especially a programming language, the semantic rules can be set by the designer of the language. In the case of natural languages, on the other hand, the semantic rules must be deduced from a partial knowledge of the membership function, [31, 32] . 20 At present, there are no systematic techniques for solving the problem of abstraction and thus the deduction of Sr and SN for natural languages must be carried out in an ad hoc fashion. Indeed, the complexity of natural languages is so great that it is not even clear, at this juncture, what the form of the rules in SN should be.
To make at least a modest beginning toward the development of a quantitative theory of semantics within the conceptual framework we have constructed so far, it is expedient to start with a few relatively simple special cases involving fragments of natural or artificial languages. In such cases, we can give explicit quantitative rules for determining the meaning of a com~ posite term from the knowledge of the meanings of its components. The following simple examples are intended to illustrate the manner in which this can be done. - We wish to define also the modifiers not and very and the connectives or and and. To this end, let !F (K) denote the fuzzy power set of K, that is, the set of all fuzzy subsets of K. Then, the modifier not can be regarded as a function from !F (K) to !F (K) defined by
where the term x is a label for a fuzzy subset of K and not x is a composite term consisting of a concatenation of not and x. Thus,
with not acting as a complementer.
Similarly, the term very can be regarded as a function from !F (K) to !F (K) defined by, say J1N(veryx,y)=J1~(x,y), yeK (58) which has the effect of concentrating the membership function of x around its maximum value. Thus, The effect of concentration on the term old is illustrated in figure 3 . To place in evidence this property of the term very, it will be referred to as a concentrator.
J1N (very young
The connective or is a function from !F (K) x !F (K) to !F (K) which serves to generate the union of its arguments. Thus, if x 1 and x 2 are terms, then the meaning of the composite term x 1 or x 2 is defined by or, in terms of membership functions,
Similarly, the connective and is a function from
which serves to generate the intersection of its arguments. Thus,
or, more explicitly,
It should be noted that, whereas the meaning of x 1 and x 2 is a fuzzy subset of K defined by (62), the meaning of and is a fuzzy subset of $' (K) x $' (K) x $' (K) rather than K. Consequently, to define the terms young, old, not, or and and as fuzzy subsets of the universe of discourse, K must be augmented 21 with the collections$' (63) where + stands for union and x for the cartesian product.
Another point that should be noted is that, in English, the connective and may be used in a sense other than that defined above. For example, in the sentence 'The box contains nuts and bolts', and serves to define a set of objects consisting of the union rather than the intersection of its arguments. 21 This point is discussed more fully in reference 34. 2 ) are the fuzzy subsets of U representing, respectively, the meanings of x 1 and x 2 , the meaning of the composite term x 1 x 2 is defined as the intersection of M(x 1 ) and M(x 2 ), i.e.,
(64)
For example, if U consists of the totality of objects in a room and x 1 =red and x 2 =chair, then M(x 1 ) is the fuzzy set of red objects in the room, M(x 2 ) is the set of chairs in the room, and M(x 1 x 2 ) is the fuzzy subset of red chairs in the room. According to (62), if the grade of membership of an object in the fuzzy set of red objects is 0.8, say, while its grade of membership in the set of chairs is 1.0, then its grade of membership in the fuzzy set of red chairs is 0.8 " 1.0 = 0.8.
In the above example, M(x 1 x 2 ), with x 1 E Adjective and x 2 E Noun, is a subset of both M(x 1 ) and M(x 2 ). This would not necessarily be the case if x 1 were a member of a syntactic category other than Adjective. For example, if x 1 were a verb, e.g., x 1 =ran, and x 2 =home, then M(x 1 ) would be a fuzzy subset of a set of actions, say A, while M(x 2 ) is a fuzzy subset of a set of objects, say Q. In this case, M(ran home) would be a fuzzy subset of the cartesian product A x Q, rather than a subset of either A or Q. However, if M(x 1 ) and M(x 2 ) are interpreted as cylindrical 22 fuzzy subsets of A x Q, then M(x 1 x 2 ) may be taken to be the intersection of M(x 1 ) and M(x 2 ).
In the cases considered so far, the semantic rules governing the construction of the meaning of a composite term are quite simple, e. g.,
(65) 22 A fuzzy subset of a product space X1 X X2 X ... X Xn, Xi= {x;}, i = 1, ... , n, is cylindrical if it is characterized by a membership function whose arguments form a proper subset of {x1, ... , Xn}. E. g., fori = 2, a fuzzy set where membership function is a function of X1 alone is a cylindrical fuzzy subset of X1 x X2. In a more complex example which is described in reference 34, the atomic terms in Tare: young, old, very, not, and, (, ) , and the composite terms in Tare generated by a grammar Gin which S, A, B, C, D and Yare nonterminals and the production system is given by Typical terms generated by this grammar are: (67)
To compute JlN(x,y) when x is a composite term, one can use an approach similar to that described by KNUTH [38] . Specifically, suppose that we are given JlN(young,y) and JlN(old,y) . The remaining atomic terms are regarded as functions on !F(K) or !F(K) x !F(K) which are defined by the following rules associated with those productions in Pin which they occur.
Employing the subsc~ipts L and R to differentiate between the terminal symbols on the left-and right-hand sides of a production and using Jl(H) as an abbreviation for JlN(H,y) , where His a terminal or non terminal symbol, the rules in question can be expressed as 
23 A rule such as (66) is much too simple to hold for all adjectives and all nouns in a natural language. In general, the usual syntactic categories, e. g. Adjective, Noun, etc., are too broad for rules like (66), necessitating the use of a finer covering of Tthan is provided by the syntactic categories in question. Thus, in the case of English, it should be understood that the validity of (66) is restricted to certain subcategories of the syntactic categories Adjective and Noun. -----------------. .... ----. . 
More generally, as a first step in the computation of JlN(x,y) it is necessary to construct the syntax tree of x. For the composite term under consideration, the syntax tree is readily found to be that shown in figure 4 . (The subscripts in this figure serve the purpose of numbering the nodes.) Proceeding from bottom to top and employing the relations (68) for the computation of the membership function at each node, we obtain the system of non-linear equations: 
11(Y7)
=
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In virtue of the tree structure of the syntax tree this system of equations can readily be solved by successive substitutions, yielding the result expressed by (69). The basic idea underlying the approach sketched above is the following: The semantic rules governing the computation of the meaning of a composite term x are induced by the syntactic rules by which x is generated from Sin the grammar G defining the term set T. In particular, each production in G induces a relation between the membership functions of the fuzzy sets whose labels appear in the production in question.
Approaches such as this can be of use in the construction of query languages for information retrieval systems. It appears that they also have the potential for providing reasonably good models for the semantics of subsets of natural languages. Such models will be described in a subsequent paper.
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Concluding Remarks
The concept of a fuzzy language differs from that of a formal language in two important respects. First, it incorporates a naming relation, N, which serves to define a correspondence between a set of terms, T, and a universe of discourse, U; and second, it allows both the set of terms and the naming relation to be fuzzy.
With the concept of a fuzzy language as a point of departure, the notions of syntax and semantics can be given a precise meaning as algorithms serving .to compute the membership functions ofT and N, respectively. From this point of view, the central problem in semantics may be regarded as that of computing the meaning of a composite term x 1 x 2 ••• xn from the knowledge of the meanings of its components, x 1 , x 2 , ••• , xn.
At present, the theory of fuzzy languages is in an embryonic stage. Eventually, it may serve to provide considerably better models for natural languages than is possible within the restricted framework of the classical theory of formal languages.
